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In chapter I, ·five attributes i.e., common name, 

territory, culture, kinship and languages emerged as the 

chief attributes for determination of identity of •a tribe'. 

In chapter II, Aka, Miji and their kindred were selected 

fo·r the purpose of establishing their identities based on 

the above five attributes. In this chapter, we shall take up 

the first three attributes ; i.e_.,. name, terr~tory- and culture 

while the other two i.e., kinship and l~nguage will. be dealt 

with in chapter IV and V respectively becau~e, during the 

study, they were !o~d to be more distinguishing, so much so 

that they needed special ~ttention. 

The question as to who are the k~dred qf the Akas . .. 
and· Mijis, will become clearer as we procf;!ed· along with the 

study of attributes. Initially however, the ethnos mentioned 

as Miri-Ak."a, the name which appeared during the initial study, 

and also in the pilot study, as the kindred of Akas, will be. 

paid special attention. We will also analyse the statement-by 

E.T. Dalton (1872} that, 1Aka intermarry (Mijis)., so they may 
1 be regarded as kindred clans' • While discussing the tribe-

names of Aka, Miji and their kindred, details of the etymolo

gical meanings of these names, their endoethnonyms and exoe

thnonyms, legends and traQ.,itions associated with these names 

and the factors and aspects affecting self-image and identity 
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of these ethnoses will be discussed. While discussing the 

attribute of territory, geographical and administrative boun

daries, legends about places of origin, migrations and their 

present settlements will be discussed. Under culture, both 

material and non-material culture; and the cultural bounda

ries will be studied. Similarities and distinctions among all 

these ethno.ses will be found out by the comparative study of 

the attributes and with the help of these similarities and 

distinctions, the problemmatic of their identities will be 

unfolded. 

Let us first proceed with the attribute of 'name•. 

The Aka and Miji names have been found record·ed- in the writings 

of British administrators and travellers even during the Ahom 

rule in Assam and have appeared regularly thereafter ; Akas 

being mentioned more frequently than the Mijis. The name Miji .. ·• 
appeared later and that too, along with the mention of the 

Akas. It has been often mentioned that Mijis are kindred and 

close-aides of Akas,-or words to that effect. 

The name Miri-Aka too, appeared in a few writings at 

a later date ; initially along with Hill-Miris and only sub

sequently with Akas. But this name was not accounted for in any 

of the census ; and is a matter· of special interest ; because 

the identity of tribes in Arunachal Pradesh have been legiti

mised on the basis of census records. 

The spellings of all the three names appeared 
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variedly, as also, they have been ca~led variedly by various 

people. In the old accQunts, we find their exoethnonyms, while 

endoethnonyms were found recorded in later accounts. 

The first record about Akas, .in print, is fo~nd as 

'Onka' in 1800 in Dr. J.P. Wade's 'Account of Assam• 2 • From 
• 

this reco'rd, it is apparent that the tribe-name has been in 

use well before this, even during the Ahom Rule. In. or before 

the year 1837, N. Brown collected Aka Vocabulary and got it 

published in 1837 in Journal of Asiatic Society of Bengal 

(J.A.S.S.B.) Vol. II 3 ; mentioning the name of the tribe as 

'Aka'. Thereafter, some details about the tribe Aka are found 

in a latter written by Captain Gordon on 13th February 1844 

as recorded by A.J .M. Mills (1853)·~ A few of the others who 

recorded the_ name Aka are J-Butler (1847), -~ .• Beams (1867), 

C.H. Hesselmeyer (1868), E.T. Dalton (1862), Campbell (1874), 

A. Mackenzie (1884), C.R. Macgregor (1884), J.D. Anderson -
(1896), Konow, Ste~ (1902), R.s. Kennedy (1914), Lloyd and 

Hutton (1923), N.L. Bor (1938), v. ~win (1959), R. Sinha 

(1962), I.M. Simon (1965), J.K. Barthakur (1973), L.N. 

Chakraborty (1973), J.N. Chowdhury (1973) and Parul Dutta · 

(1990). 

C.H. Hesselmeyer gives the background. of the name 

and states, 'The name Aka or Angka is given to them by their 

neighbours ; they themselves don't use it, but speak of them

selves as 1Hrussos• 5 • In a foot note, v. Elwin quotes Kennedy 
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saying iiKennedy derives the word which means 'painted' (the 

Tibetan call this tribe 'Ka Nag' or blackmout.hed) from their 

custom o{ smearing the face with a mixture of pineresin and 

c harcoal 116 • A. Mackenzie also mentions name 1 A.II'l'\a ' 7 for them, 

which is probably a mispronounciation of the word 1 Aka 1 as is 

the word 'Onka', 'Anka' or 'Angka'. This researcher found that 

Mijis and Khowas call them 'Gunnu' and Monpas call them 1Lopa'. 

The name Aka, however, has been most frequently used by out

siders though 1 Hrusso 1 too, has been used by such authors as 

R. Sinha and V. Elwin. 'Aka' is stated to be the exothnonym 

and 1Hrusso 1 the endoethnonym. 

It is not that the names Akas/Angka/Arka/Onka/Gunnu 

or Lopa are the only ones that have been used as exoethnonyms 

for the people under consideration. They hilV:~ also been called 

as 1Kapaschor 1 and 'Hazarikhawas• by some nineteenth.century 

officials like Gordon (1844), Vincent (1953) and Jenki~s (1853); -
as recorded by A .J .M. Mills8 • The meanings of 1 Kapaschor• have 

been given as 'cotton thieves' or 'the thieves who lurk in the 

cotton-fields'. Similarly, the meanings of 'Hazarikhawas' have 

been given as 'breakfast eaters' or 'eaters at thousand hear

ths I • Both these names have been considered as derogratory by 

the Akas. Reid (1942) calls 'Hazarikhowas' as 'Kutsun' and 

'Kapaschor' as 'Kovatsun•. R. Sinha later confirms thiS by 

stating, 'Kapaschor' and 'Hazarikhowa' were the names given to 

'Kutsum' or 1Kovatsum' by Assamese10 • V. Elwin in a note states 
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the names 1 Kovatsun 1 for 1Kapaschors• and 1 Kutsun' for 

1 Ha~arikhowas• 11 • 

C .H. Hesselmeyer mentions· another name, 11 spoken of 

by the people of the plains of Assam, who go py the name of 

'Angka-Miris 1 • Old maps have them located beyond the snowy 

range on 'the Tibet side. But, by all accounts, these Angka-
12 ' 

Miris live in the east of Kapaschor Akas 11 • E.T. Dalton who 

visited the Arunachal Hills in 1855 ment~oned under the heading 

I Hill Miri' that' "To the north-west of the Hill-Miri country' 

we hear of a tribe called Anka-Miris by the Assamese, who never 

visit the plains, but who, from the accounts we have received 

of them, must be very superior to the tribes of this family 

that we are acquainted with resembling the Padam in their polity 
-

and customs. Their faces are tatooe4, whe~c~. the name 1Anka' 

given to them by Assamese. They call, themselves 1Tenae• 13. 

R.S. Kennedy gives out· the following clans of Akas : 'Kutsum 

(or Hazarikhowa in Assamese), Kavatsun (or Kapaschor in Assa

mese), Karan, Golu, Nyrbin, Tepun, Puzhing, Khasakuin, Gajeria, 

Dujia and Miri-Akas, all of them call themselves as· 1 Rrusso 1 • 

The Miri-Akas are regarded as different people but the only· 

difference seems to be one of the language or dialect ; next 

to Kutsun and Kavatsun, the Miri-Akas are most numerous14 • 

R. Sinha also confirms them to be a clan of Akas. He 

states, "Apart from the above two mairi clans of the Akas, the 
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Kutsun and Kovatsun, there is another sub-division of the 

tribe, commonly known by the name Miri-Akas, who live QP. 

the other side of the Kayan river and nearer to the Bangnls. 

The Miri-Akas, who are known as Khrome, share the common 

customs, beliefs and practices wi,th the Akas or Hrussos, · 

profess the same religion ; and in ~hysical features too, 

they are much alike. The difference, if any, lies in their 

language. The Hrussos speak own dialect, whereas, Miri-Akas 

speak a d.ia lect known as Miri 15. 

But the name Miri-Aka having any connection with 

the Miris of the plains is ruled out by Hesselmeyer, who 

stated that, 11the plain-Miris have denied having 'ev.er heard 
' 

of Angka-Miri s 1116 • 

R. Sinha writes, 11The dialect of-the Miri-Akas, 

which differs from the dialect of Hrussos, forming the basic 

points of difference between the two sections of the Aka tribe, 

is not the same as the commonly known dialect of the Hill

Miris, nor does it show any close affinity with the Bangni 

dialect spoken in the neighbouring areas of the Miri-Akas. As 

to when this difference in the dialects of the Akas and the 

Miri-Akas ar_ose, it is not possible to account for 1117
o In the 

Census of India, 1971, Miri-Akas have been called 'Pi-chang 

or Piche' on the name of 11 the village they chiefly belong to 

along with other villages. (Cheje and Kichang), who though they 

are grouped with Akas speak a dialect that bears little resem

blance with Aka 11 1'~ 
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From the above discussion, a question emerges 

whether Miri-Aka is factually a clan of Akas, Mijis, Hill

Miris or Bangnis or otherwise an independent tribe which came 

under the influence and domination of Hrussos and allowed 

itself to be covered under. the Aka affinity despite its own 

separate name i.e., 'Miri-Aka 1 , '?ichang•, 'Piche', 'TanaeT 

or 'Khrome' as recorded e~rlier. The term 'Miri' is often 

taken to mean 'A mediator', However, the word 'Mira' also 

means 'men of the river 119 , ( 'Mi 1 is a common T ibeto..;.Burman 

word for 'man and 'ri' meaning •water or river'). From the 

second explanation, we can conclude the meaning that 1Miri

Akas• are 'The Aka men by the side of the river•. This descrip

tion seems more plausible as the Miri-Aka villages 'Pichang, 

Chizong and Kichang' are on Kayan and Bichome rivers in the 

close proximity of Kameng river. This interpretation. also seems 

plausible it we consider the statement of R. Sinha 1ri which he 

states, 11 A section q.~ Akas, having occupied this part of the 

country., micht have been geographtcally isolated from their 

community brethren on the other side of the river, and thus 

might have evolved in course of time, distinct dialect of their 

own which they speak to this dayu20 • 

It is, hence doubtful at this stage, to say ·that the 

Miri-Akas are a clan of .~kas or are different from them. The 

other two clan.names i.e., 'Hazarikhowa' and 1Kapaschorr·· or 
. .( . 

'Kutsun' and 'Kovutsun• seem to be of doubtful origin. R. Yusuf 
i 
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Ali, who was the Deputy Commissioner, Kameng District in 

1971, feels about names 'Kutsun' and 'Kovatsun' that, "thd:s 

division of Aka society into two groups is rather a super

ficial over-simplification inherited from British writers 

whose contacts were limited to the influential villages of 
21 Jamiri and Buragaon 11 • He further feels that Hrusso group 

has coalesced into their present distinct tribal identity by 

much earlier fusion of at least three elements. Firstly, the 

migrants from Bhalukpong who achieved a certain aristocratic 

superemacy and whose version has been accepted.from the 

British to the present day. Secondly, some earlier local 

groups probably iaentical with Mijis, thus explaining the 

otherwise unusual phenomenon of traditional inter-tribal 

marriages, and thirdly, some other groups whose tradition of - ~.. . . . 22 
migration and origin are from the ea::;t and the south-east" • 

The point raised by Yu.suf Ali against the earlier 

division is strengthened when one studies the meaning of 

'Kutsum' and 1Kovatsum 1 • I.M. Simon in 'Aka Language Guide·' 

gives the meaning of 1Khutso 1 as Jamiri 1 and 'Khuvatso• 
23 . 

as 'Buragaon' • This may mean that .tKutsun• and 1Kovatsun 1 

·-~· 

are only those who belong to Jamiri and Buragaon vil~ages. 

The number and names of clans of Aka seems to have been chang

ing frequently, C .H. Hesselmeyer remarked, "There are about 

ten clans for which the term households or families would be 
r 

$ore appropriate one to use ; yet each of these,.. petty clans 

I 
! 
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has a chief whom they style as Raja, like their neighbours, 

the Bhutias ; not gam, like their other neighbours, the Daflas. 

These clans are so small that they find room each in a house 

by themselves. Some clans number only thirty souls, others 

sixty to one hundred ; and according_ to the numb.er of immates, 

is the size of each house. The most numerous clan boasts of 

a chief who is but, too well known among the Assamese and the 

neighbouring hillmen ; and no doubt the Bengal Gov~rnment 

too, has learnt to know his name. This is Tagi Raja. This man 

has succeeded in obtaining the hagemony over all the 'Kepas

Chor Akas 1., and as he exercises great influence over the Mijis 

also, he is lble to· intimidate rest of the Aka people, and 

thus may be said to be the head of all the Hrusso. The Hazari

khowa Akas live in three clans on a separate hill from the - .. 
Tagi' s people1124 • R.S. Kennedy gives the number of clan·s as 

eleven(11) which include 'Khutsum or Haz.arikk_lowa' ·and 

'Kovatsum or Kapaschor' and 1Miri-Aka •25 • R. Sinha give13 the 

number as 20 and states, "Each of the Aka villages has its 

specific clans which are limited to the village boundary_. 

Only three villages Buragaon, Hushigaon and Jamiri have the 

common clans which freely intermarry under .the normal rule 
26 of clan exogamy" • According to him the following are the 

principal clans of Akas27: 

I 

~ 



Village 

Buragaon, Hushigaon and 
Jamiri 

Djingania 

Karangania 

Tayong 

Sakrin 

Palathari 
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Clans 

Dususow, Khabijisow, Jebisow 
Sichisow, Paljin. 

Chidisow, Formusow, Paryusow, 
Galosow. 

Sagrasama, Kerulsama, Tpesa, 
· Tirin. 

Chhidasow, Wechsow 

J~susow, · Sasusow, Rugzusow, . 
Fushisow 

Palathari 

None of the clan names as given by R.s. Kennedy 

appears in this list. 

Even the names of clans mentioned·· earlier i.e. 1 

Hazarikhowa, Kapas-Chor~ Kutsum ¥. Kovatsum 'Miri-Aka' or 

Tanae do not appear in the above list. From the above it 

becomes clear that : 

(a) ~utsum and Kovutsum being village names of 
~ 

Jamiri and Buragaon, the clans so mentioned are like~y to 
be the people of these two villages· only and do not represent 

the entire Aka s. 

(b) There are more than two or three clans as 

mentioned in some records. 
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(c) Whether the people around :Pichang village called 

as Miri-Akas (who call themselves as Pichang), a clan of 

Hrusso/Aka or are a separate tribe, needs to be researched 

further keeping in view their territory, culture, kinship and 

language, the last two being stated as more differentiating 

these Mi-ri-Akas from Akas. 

(d) ·whether these clans are a result of fusi'on or 

diffusion as stated by Yusuf Ali and R •. Sinha respectively, 

is also,a point for further research. 

(e) Connection of Miri-Akas with Mill-Miris or 

Bangnis has not been est~blished. 

(f) The clan names are prone to faster changes than 

the tribe names. ~ .. 

(g) The Akas (and also the Miri-Akas) are not yet 

sure as to with what name they are to finally identify them-

selves. 

During the discussions, interviews and personal 

questions to the individaals at the time of the visit of the 

researcher to the area, following tribes and clans were stated 

to be linked exclusively with Akas. 

Circle Village Tribe 

Thirizino Jamiri Aka (Hrusso) 

Clan 

Dususow, Debisow, 
Bolusow,· Sidisow 



,. 
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Circle Village Tribe Clan 

Thirizino Buragaon Aka (Hrusso) Dususow, KhabQ.sow, 
Jabisow 

- do - Hughigaon -do- Jabisow 

- do - Kararamo -do- Nikisow, Sagrasow, 
Ramasow, Gesusow, 
Dususow, Jalvasow, 
Debisow. 

Thirizino Ya·;yung Aka (Hrusso) Sidisow, Dususow, 
Galuso 

- do - Tee sa -do- Sidisow 

- do - Sakrin:5; -do- Aglasow, Dususow, 
Sidisow, Gesusow, 
Regusow, Dajisow, 
Rabasow, Soriso 

- do - Gizri -do- Sidisow, Dajisow, 
Dasow 

- do - Thiri.zi -d.o- Sidisow 

" .. 
- do- Palizi -do- Ramdasow 

- do - Ramdagania -do- Ramdasow 

( Suffix- 'sow' as well as 'Hrusso/Rrussow/g.husow means body/ 

people in Aka (Hrusso) language). 

'rh.e total number of Clcins mentioned above are 19. 

This number differs from all previous records. The names also 

dif.f er o The names 1~-'iiri-Aka, Kutsun, Kovat sun, Hazari-khowa, 

Kapaschor etc., do not appear. This proves the earlier view 

that clan-names change faster than the tribe-names. These 

names also deny the existence of tribe-names 'Kutsun 1 , 'Kovatsun' ,' 
I 
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'Hazari~Khowa' or 'Kapaschor'. The name Miri-Aka has not 

been included because it was confirmed to this researcher 

by these people that they are different from Hrusso Akas. 

The points re6arding the true identity of Akas and Miri

Akas, will be seen in succeeding paragraphs. 

While in contact with the Miri-Akas, this researcher 

found that Miri-Akas called themselves 'Pichang' and they call 

other Akas 'Hrusso', thereby identifying themselves different 

from the other Akas. Incidentally, they have had strained 

relations with Akas since last twenty years over a murder of 

the Gaon-Burha of Djingania who was an Aka and married a Miri

Aka of Pichang village. He was murdered over the use of water 

of a stream by the villagers of Pichang, the Miri-Akas. Some 

of the nurderers were the near relative ot ~he murdered Gaon 

Bu~a .. The feud resulted in swearing off all the relations 

between Akas and Miri-Akas till recently (1990-92), when an 

effort was a-foot during the visit of this researcher to mend 

the f~nces. The researcher attended the first marriage between 

an Aka groom and Miri-Aka bride in 1990 after the 20 years' 

of strained relations between them. The Miri-Akas were found 

to be belonging to only one clan i.e., Digio clan and were 

settled in Pichang, Kichang, Sichang, Tania, 2-Mile near Bana 

on Palizi-Seppa road, Yashing or Yangshe and in Bana alongwith 

Bangnis and in Bhalukpong, along with Akas and other people. 

The strained relations ~ave dragged the two away from eachother 
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specially socio-culturally and in the form of reduced inter

marriages. 

During this researcher 1 s vis it to -the area, it wa·s 

found that though both Akas and Miri-Akas settled in Bhalukpong 

(well away from their main concentrations) identified them

selves as Akas to the outsiders, yet in the areas Thirizino

Palizi-Pichang (the interibr Aka, Miri-Aka area) they clearly 

divided into two ethnoses i.e., Hrusso and Miri-Aka (Pichang). 

The people of Pichang area differentiated themselves from 

Hrussos and described themselves as Pichang. They felt Aka to 

be a common name given by the outsiders to the two different 

ethnoses i.e.·, Hrussos and Picharig, and this common name has 

been accepted by them unconsciously during the British period. 

This could be discerned from the •we' feelings among Hrussos 

which did not include the Pic hang or Miri-A~a.~ and also the 

•we• feeling amongst Pichang/Miri-Aka which did not include 

Hrussos. Hence it can be safely assumed that the Aka name is 

being used as a cover term to include both Pichang and Hrussos 

generally outside the area or while identifying themselves to 

the outsiders. It is felt that their tribe identity should be 

based on the na, e 'Hrusso s' and 'P !chang • and not Aka orMiri

Aka. Aka name can be considered as an outer circle of identity 

within which Hrussosand Pichang are two smaller circles. The 

acceptance of Aka name by Pichang/Miri-Aka seems to be the 

result of some compulsion-, probably, for their protection by 
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'Hrussos' from their dominant neighbours, Bangnis and Mijis, 

in the periods of tribal Warfare. and rampant slavery. 

Though residentially, they are intermixed more with 

the Bangn.is. than Hrussos,. yet Pichang do not id.entify them~ 

selves with Bangnis as they did not include Bangnis in any 

of their· relationships or 11we feelings" circle. Simil~rly, · 

they do not identify with Mijis or Hill-Miris or for that 

matter with any other tribe. With Mijis, they are however , 

found to be having close socio-cultural and marital r~lation

ship, the details of which will be seen in the later Paragra

phs, after we know some details· about Mijis also. 

The name 'Midgee' as given to these people was '!irst 

found recorded in a letter by Capt. J.T. Gordon to Major F. 

Jenkins on 13 February 1844 which was produced by A.J. ~ills 
28 . 29 

in his 'Report on Assam' (1853) • C.H. Hesselmeyer (1868) 

spelled the n~me as Miji while E.T. Dalton (1872)30 spelled 

it as Migi. The name spelled by Hesselmeyer (Miji) has been 

followed by all the later writers e.g., A. Mackenzie.(1971), 

L .N. Chakraborty ( 1973), J .N. Chowdhury ( 1975), K. pas Gupta 

(1975), D.K. Dutta (1983), P.C. Dutta (1990) and others; ·and 
. . . 

the same name has been included· in 1961, 1971 and 1981 Census. 

According to D.K. Dutta, 11They recognise themselves 

as 'Miji' before the foreigners and iDhammai' before others31 • 

He further states, "The word Dhammai has been prevailing in 

I 

. I 

I 

I 
i . 

. I 

I 

i 

' 
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the villages with a litt~e controversy with the word Nimmai. 

The Dhammai and the Nimai originally aris~ .from the sa~e word 

yet the differentiation comes into being only for dialectical 

variation. Both the words represent the title· o.f the ancestor 

of the Mijis called Sajolang Nimmai or Dhammai. They now· 

prefer to introduce themsel~es as Sajo:j..ang,· after the name 

of their ancestor so as to remove the prevailing controversy · 

over the term Miji, Dhammai or N1mmai32 • During the discuss

ions and interviews with the people o.f the community,· this 

researcher .found that, for themselves, they used the name 

Miji as well as Dhammai frequently but did not mention any 

other name except Sajolang. Even name Sajolang was mentioned 

infrequently. They all, however, considered 1Miji 1 as an · 

exoethnonym and 'Dhammai' as an endoethnonym and preferred ... " 
the later, though they were never so far sure with which name 

they should identify themselves out o.f the two. It is most 

likely (as was foulld from the new generation during the dis

cussions) that they would soon assert their name as 1Dhammai •. 

Whether Miai or Dhammais are a homegeneous group 

or, like Akas, include some kindred, is the next important 

question. This question will be answered to some extent when 

we study the structure of Mijis. J.N. Chowdhury (1982) giving 

the details of Miji structure, states, 11The Miji society app

ears to be vertically divided into two classes o.f castes, 
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namely Nyubbu and Nyullu. These are again divided into 

several sub-castes. Thus Nybbu has three sub-castes, Sagcha

zu, Kimzu-zu, and Phangdangzu ; Nyullu has as many as twenty. 

Some of these are Changkhang-de.;..Pyiang, Lubyiang, Du-Chang, 

Sang-Zu, Cummani-ya-~u etc. Marriage is confined to sub-castes 

under eaeh major.caste. From all appearances, Nyullus are 

treated as social inferiors.·:_ They have to carry loads for 

Nyubbus but neJf.er otherw).se, though interoinirtg _ is permitted. . . ~ 

Separate utensils are used for cooking for food for each 

caste •••• Nyubbus are prohibited from taking the head ,liv .. er 

and legs of the slaughtered cow or pig, Nyullus are free to 

eat these parts1133 • 

On enquiry by this researcher, the people the~eselves 

denied exi·stence of such caste system now ... The various; :clans 

reported to the researcher along with their places of resi-

dence are as follows : 

Place 

Nafra 

Lower-Dzong 

Upper Dzong 

Khailong 
Khajilong 

Lad a 
Djingania 

Kayan Valley 
Dzanachin 

Clan 

Dru, Kangoe-zu 

Dru 

Zeng-Leya 
Jazang-Sanam ·and Thiri-zu · · 

Khinling-zu 

Sankcha-zu 

-do-

-do-
-do-, Sigong 
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(d) Hrusso, Pichang and Dhammai are the endoethnonyms 

generally asserted by these people in ~lace of 

the exoethnonyms Aka, Miri-Aka and Miji. 

The above points will be further clarified from the 

legends.ana myths and any written records about these tribes. 

Most of the myths have been recorded by Verrier Elwin and a 

few by others. One of the myths about Akas found recorded by 

Kennedy goes as follows : 

11Long long ago, all men descended from earth by means 

of ladders. The Assamese and the Akas of the royal blood came 

down by a golden ladder, the remaining Akas had a silver ladder; 

the Tibetans and the ~onbas were given a ladder of iron ; the 

Daflas and Abors had to be satisfied with ~ bamboo ladder .; 

whilst the Cacharis and Khoas shared a plaintl!in ladder. All 

these people cam~ to earth on the Longkapur Hill in the Lohit 

Valley, whence they scattered in search of land. The Assamese 

were the first to start and chose the plains. The Akas spent 

so much time resting and drinking beer that the others got 

the best land and they had to accept what was left. They first 

settled near Bhalukpong where on the right bank of the 

Bhoreli river, their two chiefs Natapura and Bayu, built their 

respective capitals. Bayu demanded Natapura•s beautiful ~ife 

as a sort of tribute and after a number of adventures, the 
'' i 

girl with a newly-born child, arrived at Bayu's court 
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The child Arima grew up to be a great warrior and f·inaliy 

killed his own fa~her by mistake. Overcome with remorse, he 

migrated to the present country of the Akas. It is from his 

children that the present day Akas descended"34 . 

From t~is legend following points emerge : 

(1) Akas belong' to two societies one of the royal 

blood who descended from sky along with Assamese by a golden 

ladder {showing their superiority and their equal status to 

that of Assamese) and the remaining Akas (who descended by a 

silver ladder). 

(2) The grouping of the other tribes, who too des

cended along with, is : 'Tibetans and Monbas 1 •. rnaflas and 

Abors' and 'Kacharis and khoas•. If we go by the type of ...... 
ladders used, these are indicators of their order of super-

(3) The place of their origin on earth is Longkapur 

Hill in Lohit valley. 

{4) Akas·think themselves as heavy drinking and plea

sure - seeking type and assign their lag behind Assamese due 

to this reason. 

(5) Their'first settlement was at Bhalukpong. 

(6) Two Cgiefs Natapura and Bayu were their elders. 

Natpura's son Arima is stated to be the ancestor of th$ Akas 



who migrated to the present location (Ja'miri and Burgaon ... 
locations) from Bhalukpong to overcome his remorse of killing 

his own father by mistake. 

The above myth confirms the view point propund~d by 

Yusuf Ali earlier that a part of Akas claims aristocracy while 

others do not. However, the myths recorded by Elwin tell a 

different tale. According to these myths the origin of Akas 

is as per the following geneology35 : 

Siksila Ao (Lord of Waters) 

I 
I 

I Numogoro ( S) 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Ossin 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 

(Bangnis/Nissis) 

I 
'1 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

' 
Siksila-Sam (D) 
Married to 
Turu - Lebou 

I 
I 

if 
Busl~ - Ao 

I 
I 

Mumtmgi (S) 

I 

' I Awa 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Hrusso (Akas) 
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In this myth, Akas show that Bangnis too have the 

same ancestor as Akas, but relationahip with others including 

Mijis is not shown. According to El~in, Dhammais have diffe

rent myths to tell. One legend about their origin goes as 
' 

follows : 

·"Formerly Gunnu, the Aka and Dhammai, the·Miji were 

brothers ; Dhammai being the elder. Dhammai went towards Lhasa 

and Gunnu to Assam to tax the people. After a year when they 

had brought home their dues, they met Dhammai asked Gunnu what 

he had received. Gunnu, showed him piece of cloth, supari 

and cotton yard. Dhammai produced sheepskin, salt and cow's 

tails. He said to his brother, "You give me. some yarn and 

cloth and I will give you salt and sheepskin". In this way 

trade began between them and since then t.qe~.r descendents have 

intermarried36 • 

This imp~rtant myth claims that the ancestors of 

Akas and Mijis were two brothers. Their descendants maintained 

close social, cultural, marital and business·relations with 

each other to this day. This myth is silent about the·Bangnis 

who had been included by Akas in their ancestory. 

Another Miji myth which confirms Aka-Miji relation

ship goes as follows : 

"After the earth and sky were made, AbU-Gupham-Bum 

who was human in form but covered with hair, lived with his 
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three sons, Labukhanlung, Sangso-Dungso and Kumbu-Sangtung. 

One day Abu-Gupham-Bumo went to a stream and caught a great 

fish. He put it on a platform outside his house and his 

.three sons ran to look at it. Soon they were quarrelling as 

to who should have it. When their father saw them fighting, 

he cut the fish into three pieces and said, 11 Each of you 

take which-ever piece you like 11 • Labhukhanlung chose- the 

head as it was the largest and he eldest. Sangso-Du·ng~o. 

took the middle part and Kumbu-Sangtu~ only got the tail 

being youngest 1137 • Thereafter myth goes onto explain how 

these three brothers quarrelled for the bett·er portion o+ 

the fish ; how the elder, LabukhUnlang got gold, silVer, 

precious stones, sheep and cows ; Kimbusangtung got paper, 

ir.onj ya:tn::and a portion of silver and gold and Sangso -
lA .•• 

Dungsv got nothing. Thereafter it explains, Labukhanlung 

running away to Lhasa and becoming the king, Kimbusangtung 

running to Assam and becoming a king and Sangs-Dungso had 

to be contented with the vast hilly-lands. Here, Labukhanlung 

is stated to be the elder of Monpas, Kimbusangtang of Akas 

and Sangso-Dungso of Mijis. 

This myth, however, shows common ancestory of Akas 

not only with Mijis but also with Monpas which was not so in 

the previous myths of Mijis or Akas. This myth, however acknow

ledges the royal ancesto~y of Akas. 
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The story of origin of Mijis is told differently 

by D.K. Dutta, who states : 

11 Sajolang descended from the sky through a silver 

ladder along with the forefather of Tibetans named Ajanguri. 

They were men, while coming down they started a quarrel on 

an unknown petty matter. At Busobure, (near Nafra circ.le), 

Ajanguri was badly treated by Sajolang, who was wicked to 

the backbone •••• Ajanguri left for Tibet adv~sing Sajolang 

to tie hi~ limb to control notority. Sajolang did not follow 

the advice fully. He tLed the legs with bead threads .(lai

Jang) and handjoints ('dree' or 'techu') and a knot ·at fore

head. Then he moved to the present place of Mijis and became 

father of Abu-Gamphe-Bumo (boy) and Anai-Dijang (girl} •••• 

they became husband and wife ••••• and ga\le .. birth to Sangso., 

Dung-so, Sangthi, Mailew, Sangtrung, Khanlong, Khayoi, Khay

onjew and Bewjew~~··· One day their father caught a big fish 

called Threedung Doi and after cutting it, distributed at 

home. Who-so-ever ate the fish, developed a new character'· 

i.e., Sangth~g became brainy after eating head, Khanlong 

became learned after eating tail. Others who ate middle por

tion became gluttons. Sangt.!long and Khanlong left the others; 

Khanlong for the north (Tibet) and Sangtung to the south 

(Assam), while others settled there itself; sang-So and Dung

So in Nafra area, Sangthi and Mailew in Seppa area and the 

others who called themselves as Akas/Hrussos frr Tenga valley 
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mean, the fire giving (mi-fire, ji-giving). Legend goes that 

11 In the olden days, the Akas exchanged the land for habitation 

of this group of people with fire and since then they called 

the new settlers as Miji 11 39. This part of the legend is contra

dicting the other part. 

Another genealogy drawn from a Miji myth recorded 

by Verrier Elwin40 is as follows : 

Shuzanghu = Zumiang-nu 

I 
I 
I 

Subbu~Khai-Thung T 
(Earth) I 

Subjang-Gnoi-
Rise . 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

(Mountain God) -

Jongsuli-Young
Jongbo (Sky) 

Jubu-Jang
Ssngne 
(Mountain God) 

I 
I 
I 
I 

Labukhan-
lung 
(Monpa) 

I 
I ·' '} 

Lujuphu=r 
(Frog) l 

Jasuju 
(Frog) 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

- . .. I 

Abu-Gupham
Bumo(Human) 

I 
I 
I 
I 

Sangso-
Dungso 
(Dhammai) 

::t: 
I 

i 
I 
I 

Anoi-Diggi
Juje 
(Human) 

I 
I 
I 
I 

Kimbu-Sangtan1 
(Aka) 

In this genealogy too, Ab~-Gupham-Bumo ·and Anoi-
' ' 

Diggi-Juje are shown as t~e ancestors of Akas, Mijis and ~onpas) 

the variations however exiist in names. We find these myths 
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b) In Aka myths, Bangnis have been shown to be 

having common ancestory with Akas.-
• 

c) In Miji myths Akas and Monpas have been shown · 

to pe having common ancestory with Mijis, but in Aka myths 

neither Miji nor Monpas are shown to be having common ances-

tory with them. 

d) In Aka legends, they claim their royal descen~. 

e) The Aka ancestor Buslo-Ao and Miji ancestor 

Sajolang are not linked to a common story, though it has·been 

stated by Miji that Sajolang is their ancestor. 

f) The inclusion of Akas by Mijis in their ancestorj 

seems to be due to Miji's eagerness to include the powerful 

Akas in their fold. 
- .·· 

Having studied and analysed the myths, we have been 

unable to find any distinctive pattern of relationships amongst 

these tribes. Through study of names we however, have found . 

Akas, Mijis and Miri-Akas are identifying separately. 

How clearly do these tribe-names actually provide 

independent identities to them as tribes ? The point of further 

study, name 1 Aka 1 is a proliferation of the Assamese word 

'Angka' meaning 'Painted'. It literally means that these people 

are called so because they are painted. But are they so ? 

Answer certainly is 'no'. 1 Angka 1 probably then signifies that 
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they draw-lines on their faces with pine-resin which distin

guish these people from others. Some of the Akas still do 

their facial make up with pine-resin but not all. Their nei

ghbours Mijis too, do the same and a few other Naga tribes 

also do so. Hence this name has no specific significance to 

their identity as 'a tribe'. Similarly the other word is 

'Hrusso' or •Rrusso•, which in their language means 'man'. 

But do these Akas only fall under the category of 'man' ? The 

answer is again 'no•, because every human being who can speak 

and talk, falls under the category of 'man•. The word 'man' 

hence, is not an identifier of •a tribe'. However, on this 

point Hewitt's remarks can be taken into consideration, who 

states, "tribes-people recognise some common bond which disting

uishes from other tribes, usually a tribe~name, which may be .. .. . 

their word for 1 man• 42 • But let us see whether this point 

applies to the other two etJmoses. 'Miji 1 has been sta.ted to 
0 • 

be an Aka word as per D.K. Dutta ( 1990) meaning 'fire giving•· 

people (mi-fire, ji-giving). This meaning is connected to a 

legend that in olden days, the Akas exchanged the land for 

habitation of Mijis with fire; since then they call the new 

settlers as 'Miji'. Now Mijis are not the fire-givers to Akas 

or for that matter to any other tribe, Miji is also not 

meaning •man•. Hence to identify this tribe with this name 

also does not stand the test applied earlier. The Mijis call 

themselves 'Dhammai' which is just a part of the name of their 

ancestor Sajolang Dhammai as stated earlier. Hence, this 
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name, in no way fulfills the earlier requirements. Similarly 

meanings of the word 1Mi:ri-Aka•are also $tated as 1Akas 

living by the side of the river·•. 'Which river ? It is not 

signified by this name. Does it mean that any group of people 

living by the side of a river can be called Miri ? Or can 

those Akas then living by the s~de of a river be called as 

'Miri-Akas' ? Logically, it cannot be proved correct. The 

other names given to them by the outsiders like 'Ka-Nag 1 

(Black-mouthed) given to Akas oy Tibetans, Lopa given to 

both Akas and Mijis by Monpas, _, GuiJ,nu 1 given to Akas by Mijis 

and 1Tenae 1 given to Miri-Akas by Assamese do not become the 

determinants of the tribal identities by themselves, as they 

explain no permanent characteristics of these tribes with 

which they can be identified without doubt. However, these 
" .·" 

names have stuck with these people. 

When someone mentions the name Aka, Miji or Miri~ 

Aka, we now know who these people are. He~ce we shall continue 

addressing these people as such until reliable alternative 

is found. As identity Qf none of these ethnoses has been yet 

clearly determined we shall now pro~eed with the next attri

bute i.e., territory~· 

Territory : 

Hesselmeyer (1867), Mackenzie (1882) and Dalton 

(1872) recorded the existence of Akas and Mijis more than 

. ' 
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a century ago~ Mackenzie stated, 11 Akas and Mijis both live 

in Himalayan region between Bhutan in the West, Dafla in the 

East, Tibet in the North and Bharoli River in the South1143. 

Later R. Sinha (1959) gave out this area as the 'area of 

the Kameng Frontier Division of the North-East Frontier 

Agency ,44 • It has .. been stated earlier in this chapter that 

Miri-Akas live in Kayan-Bichome delta. The detailed analysis 

of the area stated above involves the study of physical 

features, administrative layout and the distribution of the 

three ethnoses in the area. Study and analysis of these three 

aspects are carried out in the sequence stated i.e., geogra

phical features, admini?trative set up and the distribution 

of population. 

Geographically Aka, Miri-Aka and- ·'J.t1iji area, genera

lly, lies between Sela Range to the north, Nichi-Phu ~a~ge· in 

the south, Tezpur-Bomdila-Tawang road upto Dedza, and Bichome 

river thereafter to the west and Kameng r1ver to the east. 

The area lies between 91°40' and 92°50' East longitudes and 

28°54' to 28°01' North latitudes. Major portion of the area 

falls between Bichome and Kameng Rivers. Miji area is to the 

north of Akas ; and Miri-Aka area to their South-east, Miji 

area boundaries are Sela to the north, Bomdila Range to the 

south, Bichome River to ;the west and Kameng river to· the east. 

Aka area boundaries are between Bomdila Range to the ~orth, 

Nichi-Phu-Tenga Road to the South-west, Bichome to .the west 
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and Nichi-Phu Seppa road to the south, Miri..;Aka area is at 

the confluence of Bichome and Kameng rive~s, with Pic~ang · 

village about 4 kilometers north of the confluence and remain

ing v illagE5 settled on the Bichome and Kayan river, clo seby 

within a radius of about 5 kilometers. B~undary between Ak.as 

and Mijip is marked by an offshoot of Bomdila range. ~ijis 

being in the north and Akas in the south. The topography of 

the area is mountainous with general height 1500 meters. 

Highest peak is 15,000 feet of the Sela range which is to 

the north of Miji area. Next highest is the 8,-000 feet high 

Nichi Phu which is in ~he south of Aka area. In between, lies 

the Bomdila range which is of an average height of 9,000 feet. 

Tenga, Bichome, Pachuk and Kayan rivers are the tributaries 

of Kameng river which flow through the area. Almost all the 

Aka villages are settled either on, or close to Bichome river 

and Kay~ri: river while Miji villages are settled on .Bicpome 

and Pachuk rivers: The altitudes of various circle headquar-· 

ters are ; Nafra 1790 meters, Thirizino 1224 meters, Seppa 

363 meters and Lada 1200 meters. Miji area is generally 

higher and colder than Aka area. The area is generally steady· 

slop~ng .. into the rivers from hill tops. There are very few 

'limited valleys•. Jungle is in abundance due to the temperate 

and humid nature of the climate. Humidity is generally high 

throughout the year due to heavy rains and.dense jungles. 

However, winter months are generally less humid. 
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As per temperature and rainfall records obtained 

in 1990~91, June to September are the months of heaviest 

rainfall in the area, specially when the temperature ranges 

between 19 degrees minimum and 27 degrees maximum. For the 

remaining period both the temperature as well as rainfall · 

are lower ; minimum temperature being 10 degrees in January ; 

there being no rainfall in the month. 

The area is very rich in flora and fauna. !he . 
important forest species found in area· are bluepine, chirpirie, 

cupressus, sopa, fir, hollock, poma, jutuli, hingori, dhuna, 

hatipolia, oak, gomari, walnut, bonsum and mokahi. Important 

fauna in mamals are leopard, jungle-cat, jackal, leopard-cat,· 

Indian-elephant, barking -deer, Indian-wild-bear, musk-deer, 

monkey and red-panda. Birds include babble.r_l?.t warbelers, chats, 

jungle fowl, black-breasted, kallege, hornbill-green and 

pigeon. Fish abound in streams as well as ponds and include, 

orienus, schizothorax, mahseer, chowngyo, batpal common carp, 

mirror carp, brown tart and mirgal. 

Administratively, Mijis inhabit north and north

east area of west Kameng District a~d western area of East 

Kameng District. Akas are settled· in south and· south-east 

area of West Kameng District ·and Miri-Akas are in the· south

west corner of East Kam~ng district. Sub-division and circle

wise distribution of the three ethnoses is as follows 
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Group District Sub-division Circle 

Aka West - Kameng Thirizino T.hirizino 

Miji -do- -do- Nafra 

-do- East - Kameng Seppa Lad a 

Miri-Aka -do- -do- Seppa 

The population of the Akas and the Mijis as per 1971 census 

is 2,345 and 3,549 respectively. This rose to 2,947 and 

(SW) 

4,085 respectively in the 1981 census. The records of 1991 

census about the population of these tribes are not yet avai

lable. Miri-Akas haye not been found recorded separately but 

are stated to have been recorded alongwith Akas. The circle

wise distribution of the population is as follows : 
.... . 0. 

Akas are mainly distributed in the. four circles 

of Thirizino (2047), Nafra (1l?), .Dirrang (12), Seppa (271) 

and Bameng (13) ; and in Bomdila town (7) : main concentra

tions being in Thirizino and Seppa circles. The Thirizino 

concentration is stated·- to be of Hrussos and the Seppa circle 

concentration of Miri-Akas. 

Mijis are primarily distributed in the circles of 

Nafra (2301), Thirizino (216), Dirrang (67), Bameng (6o)· and 

Bomdila town (6). The concentration of Mijis is primarily in 

Nafra and Bameng circles (now divided into Bameng and Lada 

circles), of West Kameng and East Kameng districts respectively.: 
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The circle-wise tribe-based distribution of 1981 census is 

not yet available. 

A map showing the area of their distribution is 

placed before the begining of this chapter. 

Some of'the villages have mixed population. Burag

aon and Kayan Valley have both Akas and Mijis.·Bana has both 

Miri-Ak~ and Bangnis. Similarly, there are two house~ of 

Bangnis in Pichang,a Miri-Aka village. Bangnis are also sett

led with Mijis in Sachong, Bishoy, Vurru and Sikang villages 

of Lada and Bameng circles. Bhalukpong and Bomdila have a few. 

houses of all the three- ethnoses. This point gains. importance 

in the light of the recorded legends of Akas where they show 

same ancestory with Bangnis. Is it that, the myths have been 
.... 

recorded from these Miri-Akas who due to their close proximity 

to Bangnis and their domination over them made up these 

legends ? Or, are·· the Miri-Akas close to Bangnis and altogether 

different from Akas who are close to Mijis ? This aspect will 

be further cleared in later stages. 

The area which these ethnoses occupy at present 

has not been the same where they have resided since their 

origin. In future, too, it cannot be expected that they all 

will continue to stay wYfere they stay now. This is ·because 

of their migratory nature and increasing pressures from 

within for better economic conditions and from outside for 
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tqking over the natural wealth of their area. 

No historical records are available about their 

migrations. Only a few legends are found and that to·o most 
> 

. of them contradicting. There are various theories about their 

origin as recorded by various writers : these are given out 

in nutshell below : 

a) They belong to the golden triangle between 

Eastern Tibet, Southern-China and Northern-Burma, 

whereform they migrated to their present loca

tions either through Patkoi or through Southern 

Tibet. 

b) They came from Assam Valley. 

c) ·rhey came from Southern-Tibet or from Chayang-
~ .. 

tajo circle in the north-east. 

d) They are the original settlers of the area. 

e) They all came in different waves from different 

sides overlapping and intermixing, and are not 

homogeneous ethno s. 

Hesselmeyer remarked that the Hrusso s 11do not 

pretend to be the native inhabitants of the country which 

they now occupy and have been unable to account for their 

real home 1145. During discussions with the elders of Mijis 

and Miri-Akas also, the same impression was gained by the 
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researcher. They all have different stories of migrations 

to tell. Some of these have been earlier recorded by Verrier 

Elwin and others. This researcher too, recorded their version 

which however, turned out to be different from the version 

of the other researchers. All the legends as recorded and 

also as .told to this researcher are given in brief below : 

1. According to Hesselmeyer, the Hrussos believe 

themselves to be the inhabitants of the plains, and that 

their •ancestors were driven out from Partabgor on the banks 

of the Giladhari river, north of Bishnath by. Krishna and 

Boloram• 46 • 

2. According to a legend recorded by Kennedy and 

stated earlier in this chapter, Akas descended to the earth 

by golden and silver ladders near Longkapur. Hill in the Lohi t 

Valley wherefrom they scattered in search of land. They first 

settled near Bhal~kpong on the right of the Bharoli river and 

their two chiefs built their capital. After sometimes, they 

migrated to the present country of the Akas. 

3. According to Census 1971, the Akas believe that 

they inhabited the plains of Assam before settling down in 

their present location. They trace their first place of set.tle

ment at Jigago which is possibly situated somewhere in Upper 

Assam. From Jigago they shifted their settlements to Sichugo, 

Mauhugo, Simugo,Thunogo,·Thumrogo, Thimsa-Numgugo, Simichi, 
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Hugyachi, -Sibsagar, Tezpur, Bhalukpong and finally to their 

present location at Buragaon (Huluchi~Hubrachi) 47 • 

4. The Mijis •••• trace their origin to places 

situated somewhere north, of the present Chayangtajo circle 

of Kameng District. From there, they spread out (alongwith 

Bangnis·and Khowas) and settled in the present location of 

the tribes. 48 

5. The above point of view was expressed by most 

of the Mijis, Miri-Akas and Akas of Kayan Valley and Thiri-

zino area. Gaon Burha of Lower Challa:ng · gave a detailed 

account of these migrations as he heard from his ancestors. 

He stated that, "Akas, Mijis and Miri-Akas came in five groups 

from North of Chayangtajo· circle of East Kameng District ; 

the area bordering India and Tibet in North Arunachal. They 

came in the form of waves one after the other, settling at 

one place and then shifting to another to find the new place 

for food and security ; maintaining their identity as far as 

possible, but mixing when the need arose ; even intermarrying 

among each other. The present village names and clan names 

are not very old. These have been changing over from time ·to 

time according to their settlements and by joining and. sepa

rating of the groups. Due to this mix up ; Akas, Mijis and 

Miri-Akas cannot be called homogeneous and they !lave diff.erent 

stories of migration. The various groups and their migration 
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-
patterns are given below : 

Group 

1. Aka 

2. Miji 

3. Pic hang 

4. Aka 

5. Miji 

6. Mijl 

Migration route 

Lada and Challang 

- do -

T hum bong, N·aransu 
Thumzu 

North-East 

Via Lada 

Upper Dzong 

Final settlements 

Sikong, Lako ju, . 
Mizong, Nizhong, 
Durang, Buragaon, 
Jamiri, Ramdagania, 
Segong etc. 

Challangr, Deru, 
Sikong, Lafoju, 
Nizhong, Nothingong, 
Dzong, Durang, 
Khachoju, Jamiri, 
Kosagin, Ramdagania, 
Lungthan etc •. 

Pichang, Kitching, 
Supung etc. 

Dzingania, Gizri, 
Sakring, Yayung. 

- .. Thorubu, Naramthu, 
Digansu, Harazung, 
Drishi, Chilleta, 
Nachibou, Dibbin, 
Mathow, Challang, 
Ditchick. 

Lower Dzong, 
Palatari, Upper 
Dzong. 

From the above, the migration of Mijis and Miri

Akas to their present locations turns out to be from North 

of Chayangtajo circle of Kameng District through Lada or 

Challang, a.Miji area. Even most of the Akas also came along

\vi th Mijis and Miri-Akas according to this version. The 
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movements of Akas f~om Assam or from Lohit Valley are also 

covered by various legends. It is likely that,the now most 

influential people of the Akas came from the Assam Valley 

and settled in Jamiri and Buragaon, while others came from 

north-east of Chayangtaje. It is also likely that all Akas, 

Mijis a~d/or Miri-Akas came from the golden triangle through 

the Patkoi ranges wherefrom they came in successive stages, 

some people coming through plains of Assam while others 

crossing one valley after the other of the present Arunachal. 

It may also be that one group of Akas who came from Assam 

dominated and assimilated some people which may not be Akas. 

It is also likely that Mijis came from Tibet but due to 

regular contact and domination of Akas they modified their 

own legends of ancestoral relationship with Akas. However, 
~ .. 

it is no doubt that Akas have now a definite area though 

with an intermix with Mijis in some villages. Similarly Mijis 

have a definite area, and the Miri-Akas too have their own 

territorial domain though some mix up has taken place with 

Bangnis. 

This trend of migrations is still continuing, 

Certain new villages of Akas e.g., 6-Mile, Kayan-Valley, 

Jamiri-Point, Thessa, Khuppi A and B ; of Mijis e.g., Upper 

Challang, Upper Dzong and ; of Mirf:-Aka·s e.g., 2-Mile near 

Bana have come up between the period of the first visit of 

the researcher to the area and the latest visit in a span 
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From the above material the following facts emerge 

1. Akas, Miri-Akas and Mijis live in three distinct 

areas generally known as Buragaon-Dzingania· of Akas, 

Nafra-Lada area of Mijis and Pichang area of Miri

Akas. 

2. The three ethnos have some mixed villages amongst 

each other and also with other neighbouring tribes 

like Bangnis. 

3. All three ethnos are not the original settlers 

of the places mentioned above and have migratory 

history/legends. 

4. They are likely to continue with their migratory 

trend in future (but at a much iower speed) as well, 

for better life standards and security. 

5. They-cannot be exclusively identified with any 

particular area due to their intermixing and m~gra

tory na·ture, hence, to link them exclusively with 

any territory/~erritories will not be correct, but 

in general they can be identified differently with 

particular concentrations. 

6. Despite of their migratory character, they still 

maintain that they belong to particular areas i.e., 
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,:}:i 
/ 

Akas to Bul;'agaon-Thirizino-Dz~gania area, Mijis 

to Nafra-Lada area and Miri-Akas to Pichang area. 

7. Though due to outside pressures on their area 

and inside pressures for fanning out of the area 

are increasing, yet it is not likely that they 

will loose the hold on present specific areas for 

another two or three decades at least, the period 

by which they ·are expected to be joining the mains

tream of India in totality in case the Inner Line 

Permit System restrictions are taken off. If not, 

the isolatory character will be for much longer 

duration. 

'rhe questions about the identity., q.f these people 

were ~ppermost at the researcher's mind when he was about to 

enter the areas of the above ethnoses. Bhalukpong is a newly 

developed settlement at the .. boundary of .Assam ·and Arunachal 

Pradesh where inner-line starts. Some of the .Akas, Miri-.Akas 

and even Mijis can be contacted at this place. For the purpose 

o.f this study, this researcher contacted a few people from 

Akas, Mijis and Miri-.Akas. The researcher enquired !rom them 

a. bout their areas so that a plan for the visit to their areas 

could .be prepared. Replies of these people about their area 

were that, ".Akas belong to Buragaon-Thirizino-Dzingania area 

while Miji belong to Na~ra-Lada area". No mention of Miri-
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:Akats area was made separately, because at Bhalukpong the 

:Akas and Miri-Akas did not differentiate their areas. 

However, when at the hub-centre of contact of all the three 

ethnoses i.e., Palizi-Thirizino, the Akas and Miri-Akas 

claimed to be belonging to two different areas i.e., Akas 

(Hrussos) to Jamiri-Buragaon-Dzlngania were stated to be 

both Akas (Hr~ssos) and Mijis but still Dzingania was stated 

to be an Aka village. Jamiri-Buragaon, Thirizino and 

Dzingania are the main Aka villages, Nafra and Lada are 

the main Miji villages while Pichang is the main Miri-Aka 

village and these are the hub-centres of the people mentioned. 

They have their political say in that area as they jointly 

select their representatives for the State Assembly and 

various Anchal Samities. A Miji has always got elected from 
a. .• ~ 

"che Miji area and an Aka from the Aka area. Miri-:Akas however, 

are having separate area from Akas ; and have to contend 

with electing a Bangni because·of their minority character 

(around 500 only), among the most numerous Bangnis. This 

answers the first question i.e., these ethnoses identify 

with the particular territory. For answering the second 

question, we will· have to see as to · how these territories 

provide the identity to a tribe. Describing the domain of 

a tribe, Morgan stated, 11The territory c.onsisted of the area 

of their actual settlements, and so much of the surrounding 

~egion as the tribe ranged over in hunting and fishing, and 

\1'ere able to defend against the encroachment of other tribes. 
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Around this area was a wide margin of neutral grounds sepa

rating them from their nearest frontages if they spoke a 

different language, and claimed by neither, but less wide 

and less clearly marked when they spoke dialects of the same 

language. The country thus imperfectly defined, whether large 

or small~ was the dominant of the tribe recognised as such 

by other tribes, and defined as such by themselves1149 • 

If we follow Morgan's statement given above, we do 

not find the criteria laid down by Morgan being fully met 

by the terri to rial details of these tribes which we have found. 

The intermix of the tribes and very thin gaps between three 

ethnoses despite of linguistic differences do not provide 

the clear identities to these ethnoses, though if we see the . . . 
concentrations of these tribes we are able to provide them 

dlfferent identities to some extent based on territory. In· 

this respect then, we have to apply Barth's view point that, 

11 bou.ndaries :per·sist desplte a flow of personnel across them1150 • 

If ·the overflow of the people is considered, it can be said 

that despite of the overflow the areas of the three ethnoses 
p 

is distinguishable hence the ethnose~ can be identified with 

the particular areas. But for further confirmation of the 

Morgan• s point of view, the detai1ed study or the linguistic 

features of these ethnoses will however be required, which 

will be done in chapter v. 
i 
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Culture : 

Culturally, all the three ethnoses are, generally, 

very similar barring a few distinctions which too do not 

stand out to provide clear identities for them. Generally, 

their cultural traits have overlapped during continued and 

prolonged contact and migrations in waves ; hence it became 

impossible to find out clear and distinct.cultural bounda- . 

riesQ We shall study their cultural traits, their similari

ties and differences and then critically analyse these to 

establish their identities. 

All these three ethnos can be divided into two 

main types of physical description one with Mongoloid 

features and the other with Mongol and Aryan features mix. 

All three groups have both these types, though their numbers 
a. .... 

vary. Persons with Mongoloid features are generally stocky

built, medium in stature, having usually a flat face ·and 

.flat nose with eyes like sprockets fitted into the face. They 

do not have beard. No hair are seen on brows. The eyes 

usually are brownish to pale blue, and the hair are black -

even on the oldest. 'rhe Mongoloid-Aryan types have sharper 

nose protruding cheek-bones, well· defined eyes and the brows 

are roundish as compared to Mongoloids who have rather flat 

eyelids. Nose has been found to be quite long in a few 

cases. Some of the individuals have so cl,~arly marked Aryan 

features that they can be well considered as having the 

features as in the Simla region of Himachal Pradesh (India). 
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The 0lder generatinn grow their hair over head while the 

new generatinn has started shaving off ln modern stvle. 

Thnse who keeu hair, tfue their hair at the crown of head 

as do the Sikhs, like a bun. 

Aka personality generally, appears more assuring 

and dominating in comparison to the other tribes of the 

region. They have been imposing their superiority over othe~ 

rs, specially Khowas, Sherdukpens, Mijis and Miri-Akas, in 

the past. Sulungs were then treated as their slaves. 

Aka history too proves their superiority. They 
' 

have been dominating the entire tribal belt of Kameng region· 

during the 19th century and upto the first half of the twen

tieth century. Taghi Raja, a fierce and forceful chief of ...... ' 

Akas, was a known name during the early British period in 

Assam. He raided Charduar undauntingly to extract gratifi

cation from. -che people of the pla:ins who were then the sub

jects uf the Britishe He also taxed the Sherdukpens and kept 

Khoas and. Sulungs under subjugation, who till date accept 

the supremacy of Akas. Even the Bangn~s were also afraid of 

· Akas. 

Taghi Raja carried along Mijis into these raids as 

partners but under command. This shows that Mijis too, accep

ted the supremacy of Akas. This trend continued even during 

the chieftainship of his son Medhi Raja. Incidentally, Taghi 
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Raja and his descendants were called Rajas even by M!j!s 

and the other neighbours too, accepted them so. Britishers 

too, accepted the supremacy of Taghi and Medhi Rajas by 

resorting to 'posa' a ki~d of tax to save their subjects 

from Aka raids. Kutsum (Hazari-Khowas) whose chief was Taghi 

Raja and, Kuvatsun (Kapaschor) who was led by his brother, 

had some internal fights which led to the arrest of Taghi by 

the British who was jailed in Gowahati jail but later saved 

by Nikamul Satra, a Vaishanvite Hindu spiritual guide who 

made Taghi Raja his disciple. In 1842, a settlement was 

reached between Taghi Raja, the Kovatsun chief and others 

with the British where. Akas ace epted to cause no furth.er 

interference by them in 'Duars' area. In turn, Rupees 175/

were fixed as 'posa' (tax payment) to Taghi Raja's P.eople. 

After Taghi Raja's death, his son Medhi Raj'a took over the 

control of his people. Due to some dispute over the lands, 

Medhi got alienated from the British and showed his annoyance 

by reviving raids on 1 Duars'. The relations came to a ·pass 

when the British asked for one Aka man and a woman for a 

trlbe~model .in Calcutta. Due to a communication gap, the 

message \'lent across was that, Ithe B_ritish want the Aka Raja 

and Rani. as museum pieces'. This infuriated the Akas further, 

who seized the 'Mauzdar' and his servants and confine4 them. 

Medhi's brother Chand! raided the forest outpost near Balipara 

and carried off a rangerand a clerk. In the meantime 

'Lakhidar• died in the captivity of the Akas. 
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The British fully exasperated of the events, sent 

a raiding party under General Hill to the Aka Hills in the 

winter of 1883. After a complete blockade of the Aka country, 

they were able to bring Medhi and other Aka chiefs to submi

ssion and the 'posa• was stopped till 1886. The relations 

thereaft~r improved. An expedition Known as Aka Promenade was 

despatched in 1913-14 which returned with good impression 

about Akas. 

This was an ebb period of the Aka domination. The 

Mijis tried to take the advantage of the Akas fall as is appa

rent from the information brought by the later visitors. Akas 

had some trouble with the Mijis during 1921-23, when Lombi, 

the Miji Chief was killed in a feud with Akas. Ultimately the 

trouble was brought to ~n amicable ~nd under the patronage - .. 
to Dibru Jushosho the then Aka chief. 

Dibru Jushosho was the Aka Raja after Medhi Raja and 

one of the most influential men in the hills. He had e·at~bli

shed fri·endly · relationship with the British after Medhi died. 

Some\vhere in 1933-34 Dibru Jusho sho also died bringing the 

domination of Akas down to boots. His death led to disputes 

among the various clans of Akas. The Mijis exploited the oppor-

tunity and threatened the Akas. The situation could only be 

controlled w_ith a great difficulty. After the death of Dibru 

Jushosho, his son Shadeo was elected as Raja, who carried out 
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his duties satisfactorily but not with the charm of earlier 

chiefs. British rulers made advantage of the situation and 

to reduce the influence of Akas they forbade. them to extract 

tribute from Sherdukpens. This caused ripples between their 

relationship. The violation of the order drew heavy punish

ment on .som~ of the Aka chiefs. It was the period when the 

reign of Akas was in the hands of Rani Kelime, widow of the 

late Taghi Raja. When he died in 1936-37, she was succeeded 

by her son-in-law Labi who too, died in 1940-41. After the 

death of Labi, Sankandu Delusha a:Kutsun, but lower in rank 

than the chiefrs clan, carried on as a chief till the chief

tainship was abolished and the democratically elected pancha

yat took over the reins. 

The Mijis have been regular par~ners in the raids 

by Akas. They were in turn assisted by Akas to have domina

tion over Monpas .?nd Sulungs. But their internal fights were 

more_frequent and in these fights they even involved Bangnis 

of Sachong, Bishoyi, Lade, Vurru and Sekang villages. Their 
., 

supremacy over the Monpas was reduced by the Assam Rifles 

outpost at Rupa and by a 'mel' (Meeting) in 1940 under the 

British Political Officer. 

Amongst these tumultous days of history, Miri-Akas 

appear no where. Probably, they too like Mijis~ had been a 

part and parcel of Aka raiding parties. It is also likely 
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that, Miri-Akas, who were a different people earlier, having 

come under the subjugation of Akas, lost their own identity 

and preferred to get assimilated with Akas, themselves being 

in poor minority possibly from the time.of their separation 

from their original tribe, which ·seemed to be different from 

that of ·Akas and Mijis. 

Another important point which needs consideration 

here, is that it is most likely that the name 'Kutsun' and 

'Kovatsun 1 were given by the Assamese.to two raiding bands 

one led by Taghi Raja an~ the other by his brother, who might 

have established the two settlements i.e., Buragaon and 

Jamirig Hence to designate these raiding bands as clans does 

not stand to logic. 

Dorolr.~.at.ion of the scene for a considerable time, 

helped the Aka.s in tneir becoming good traders as .tl1,ey were 

frequently .i.n contact with the plains people. They purchased 

the items ftom Balipara and other local markets around Bhaluk

pong and sold to lVlijis and other tribes at exorbitant rates. 

Mijis in turn, traded with their northern neighbours, the 

Tibetans and exchanged their goods With the Akas. 

The above said events left deep impact on the 

culture of the Akas and Mijis. Th:Ls close contact between 

Akas, Mijis and Miri-Akas has probably initiated intermarri

ages and close socio-cultural relations between them. It is 
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also likely that as a result of this prolonged contact, 

Mijis included Akas in their myths in.the same ancestory 

while Akas, who considered themselves as superior, modified 

myths from time to time declaring themselves having royal 

ancestory. In their myths this ancestory is not fo~nd linked 

with Mij.is but the link exists with Bangnis instead. This 

probably, is due to the fact the Bangnis were the other most 

dominating tribe in the region. This also further firms in 

the assumption that the myths were frequently modified to 

meet the situational requirements and the stronger were 

included as their kins in ancestories. Hence these myths 

certainly do not have much historical worth. The cultural 

wealth contained in these myths, however cannot be ignored, 

hence studied here. 
.. .... 

Verrier Elwin in his book 1Myths of North-East 

Frontier of India~ ( 1958-62) alongwith mytm of· other Arunachal 

tribes, has recorded 16 Aka an~ 16 Miji myths in 4 sections. 

under the name of Hrusso and Dhammai respectively, as 

follows : 

Section Hrusso Dhammai· 

a) Heaven and Earth 5 6 

b) Man and his history 3 2 

c) The daily life. of man 5 3 

d) The world of animals 3 5 

Total 16 16 
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Out of these, some myths have been reproduced 

earlier while describing the origin of these two ethnoses. 

This researcher also recorded 2 myths which have been given 

out in Interviews in Volume II. Out of these, the myth about 

mithun has been found to be the same as recorded by Elwin in 

the wo-rlP. of animals. A brief of most of these myths· is pro

duced for the purpose of analysis of their culture • 

. 1. Heaven (sky) and earth : According to the 

Dhammai myth, the earth and sky are born of parents whose 

nature is not revealed. A worm swallows them, but is caught 

by the father and split open. They form earth and sky. As 

per Hrusso-myth, the origin of earth and sky is through an 

egg. 
The stat us of relationship of sl{.y' ·and earth is 

stated in another Aka myth. The sky quarrels with his wife 

{earth) and the men and animals are put to great hardship 

as a resulte It is only when the wind is born and blows the 

sky far upto heaven that the earth is left at peace. Regar

ding sun and moon, the Hrusso and Dhammai myths are different 

from all other Adi myths as they do not consider sun and moon 

to be supreme. They consider that there are two suns and two 

moons ; Akas believe that the two suns and the two moons are 

two couples. According to the Hrusso•s myth, the sun's wife 

and moon's husband fell in love with each other but had to 

come to earth to meet each other. However, according to Miji. 
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myth the difference is that the sun and moon were two 

sisters. Sun 1 s daughter and moon 1 s daughter were the first 

two human beings. Sun's daughter being rich and beautiful, 

became the master and moon 1 s daughter becq.me her ser-Vant, 

as she was not so good looking and rich. The custom among 

Dhammai 1 s that, "a rich man 1 s son should marry a rich man's 

daughter and the poor man 1 s son must marry a poor man's 

daughter• is derived from this myth. According to this myth 

the children of sun's and moon's daughter are considered to 

be the first human beings. 

Regarding thunder. and 'lighting, both Hrussos and 

Dhammais have different myths. Dhammai myth goes as follows. 

"Above the sky there is a tree called Chingnui which bears 

a great quantity of fruit. When the frui~ :Ls ripe and ready 

for eating, the god Subbo-Grang chops the tree with his dao 

so that he can get the fruit more easily, but it is so 

broad that he cannot cut through. The chips of wood fly into 

the air as the l.i.ghtni.ng ; while the sound of his blow is the 

thund.·er.,. Although he cannot bring the tree down, he shakes 

it and the fruits fall as the hail ;15"1. 

The Hrusso myth is as. follows : 

11 Chou-Siphu and Khrao-Lijji were born of the great 

creature Phum-Badra who ~ives under the earth. After they were 

born, they came from below to the surface. They killed the 

Sun and the Moon who were doing evil on the earth and the 
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arrows they fired still fall to the ground and the earth 

shakes1152 • 

The above Hrusso myth is similar to the Hindu myth, 

that the earth rests on the horns of a bull and it shakes as 

the bull shakes his head. 

The myths regarding water, are different in both 

·the tribes. Miji • s myths are two while there is only one 

myth of Akas. Hrussos say that all the water in the world was, 

at the beginfiing confined within the coils of a great snake 

who lived in the country of the sunrise. Men ·.and animals 

dr1ven to despair by thirst, send a bird to bring them water. 

The bird pecks out the snake 1 s eyes and in ·its agony, it 

uncoils and lets the ·water flow out as a great river for the 

benefit of mankind. This is the backgroun~ qf Brahmaputra 

river. 'rhe .Dhammai myth regarding Brahmaputra is different. 

It states that god Abbu-Bullu-Muchu killed and ate one of the 

two sisters, another old god made her alive but instructed 

the other girl Nulo not to take out lice from her hair as she 

has been fitted with nails and that the nails would certainly 

ttch., As the newly revived girl insisted for removal of lice, 

Nulo \•Tas i{lclined to accept her request. However, while taking 

ou-t the lie e, she found a protruding thing in her head, remo

val of which disun.i:;ed the girl and formed a river which flo

wed down the plains. This is called Suturulu (Brahmaputra, 

according to this Dhammai tail). Regarding fall of snow Miji 
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myth states that two brothers and their families feeling 

hungry went to the top of a mountain for search of food 

but got nothing to eat. Ghildren cried. God Lujuphu and 

Jasuju took pity and sent cooked rice which fell on the 

earth in the shape of snow. 

2. Men and his history : Dhammais describe that 

the men have descended from the union of earth and sky who 

are regarded as wife and husband. A male and female frog are 

born first. When they m.et they have human children, though 

these are covered withhair. Brother and sister marry and 

have sons from whom the whole human race has originated. Simi

J.ar·ly· s a Hrusso story describes how every kind of tree and 

grass and living creatures came into being as a result of the 

love betv.reen. ·the Earth and Sky. A Dhammai myth which shows 

the relationship of Hrussos and Dhammais and their intermarry

ing has been given out earlier. 

A Hrusso myth explains how Awa married Sun's daugh

ter Ossni and how they became parents of mankind. 

There are interesting myths about trickesters in 

both Hrusso and Dhammai myths •. Interestingly, a Bugun myth 

also explains how Hrusso trisckesters started t'=lxing the Buguns. 

They also state that Turu-Labou is the common ancestor of 

Hrussos and Buguns. In myths of Hrussos, some facts of Bugun 

(Khowa) myths are confirmed, specially about killing of their 
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elder Awa by his elder brother Ossin, the elder of Nishis. 

As per the Bugun myth, the close links between Dhammais and 

Hrussos are also depicted. The origin of human being is 

linked by Nishi and Hrusso myths, to God Siksil-Ao. This 

Khowa myth is very close to the Aka myth showing Nishis and 

Akas to be close. Similarly Bangni myth also confirms, Akas 

having a common ancestory with Akas. 

The Bugun and Bangni myth::? establishing ancestor

links with Akas further. confirms the dimension that the weaker 

modified their own myths to link themselves with the stronger; 

also that some portions of the myths of the stronger were 

adopted by the weaker. 

Domestic Life :- According to a .Dhammai myth, they 

obtained salt from Lhasa. A Hrusso myth tel'ls how goitre came 

through trees, and. another one stating ho\'r it came through 

the meat of a black deer the reason they do not eat the skin 

or legs of deer. Is this myth anything to do with the prohib

itions among one caste of Mijis i.e., Nyillus where they are 

prohibited to take certain parts of meat ? This will be seen 

at a later stage. 

There are also myths about the beginning of the 

religion. Dhammai myth explains how they started the worship 

of Budha (Lord Jumu-Muchu) with the help of Monpas as the 

goat was not sacrificed gut saved by the Lord Jumu-Muchu. 
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Hrusso story explains that Khabrou-Phogo-Sogo,· the Lord 

of Earth, Huphu-Liti the Lord of Mountains and Siksilia-Ao 

the Lord of Mountains all sons of Matti-Dau the Lord of 

sky, are their greatest Gods. Hrusso myth also explains 

how Mumugro and Mumungi, the evil spirits caused diseases 

to men, .animals and trees, and why do they not touch the 

skin and legs of deer. According to a Dhammai story, the 

death came to the world because of sun, who killed a deer 

which was eaten by· the men. Since the men ate deer, the 

death came to them. Another Hrusso myth about the coming of 

death is the illicit relations between the sun's wife and 

the moon due to whose meeting the yellow flames arose and 

the creatures got frightened. They were then killed by Chou

Siphu and Kharao-Libji. Thereafter Moon's wife cursed the . . . 
world that, 'As you killed my husband so may you all men, 

animals and birds-die too". 

4. The World of Animals : There are a few myths 

about leeches, deer, fishes, frogs, elephants etc., in both 

Hrusso and Dhammai stories, According to a Dhammai story, 

snakes and leeches were born of the illicit relationship 

between two sisters Riang-J.Vlo and Nining-Mo. It also mentions 

why mother's one breast becomes.short than the other. It is 

because the snake has bitten the other breast. A Hrusso story 

tells that frogs shed their flesh to offer meat to their 

friend tiger but as the tiger refused to ~ccept their meat, 
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they leave their home in shame and hide in water for ever. 

Another Hrusso story is very akin to a Hindu myth where a 

man Rariu-Jija cleans the resting place of the buffaloes 

who in turn feed him. He had golden hair, which he floated 

in water. Seeing this, the Raja married his daughter to the 

man. This myth seems to have been acquired by Hrussos through 

plains of Assam as is the myth of Phum_Badra, the creature 

causing earthquake by shaking. According to a Dhammai myth 

about the elephant, this animal is stated to be strong and 

heal thy because the God.s Lujuphu and Jasuju distributed meals 

to all, but the elephant, having been left out, was provided 

a share each by all the animals. This was too much for the 

elephant making hirri strong and heavy. There are interesting 

myths about the mithun. According to a Dhammai myth mithun 
~ .. 

was created by the god Kan-Nui-Nuchu as he was feeling alone 

and wanted a company. But mithun ate the clothes of the god 

and drank his beer as he felt hungry. Realising his fault, 

the mithun ran away to save himself from the anger of the god 

and came to Sajo-Lang (Dhammai elder) and accepted his mastery. 

'rhe angry god came searching and having found him tied at 

Sajo-Lang's house cursed the child~en of Sajo-Lang to be ill. 

On priest's advice, the Dhammais now offer clothes and beer 

to the god Kan-Nui-Nuchu to please him and to save their chil

dren from sickness. This myth matches Hrusso myth where mithun 

is stated to be the daughter of Lord Bhuslo-Ao and is sac.ri

ficed to cure illness. The stone-mithun as shown in photograph 
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number •• 4Q .• is worshipped both by Akas and Mijis due to 

the above mythical background. The story of origin of myth 

among Hrussos has been w~ll explained in interview in Volume. 

II. 

In another myth, the Dhammais state tiger to be their 

friend. ~his story was told to the researcher by Memma 

Sanchozu a Miji girl and is recorded at appendix 1 DD 1 . . . . . . In 

this story the Dhammais state their original home to be Chang-

Durrou and declare that Dhammais and tigers have been broth-

ers, who after lot of quarrels became enemies. 

These myths have been given out here to show that 

Aka and Miji myths are a clear indicator not only of their 

differences between them, but also their differences with 

other tribes of the region. The contradicti.ons in the two 

myths of the same tribe, affects t.heir re:kiability adversely 

decreasing their historical worth. 

In view of these contradictions, the distinctions 

broughc about by Aka and Miji myths need further confirmation 

from other aspects of culture or other attributes, which are 

studied hereafter. 

The pattern of life is generally uniform among all 

the three ethnoses. Each individual has the same way of livi

ng and passes through the same stages of life and in a similar 

routine. They all follow the same age-old occupation for 
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' survival i.e., agriculture assisted by hunting, rearing pet 

animals, fishing food gathering etc. The standard of living 

is the same as in any primitive society and does not differ 

from other tribes of Arunachal Pradesh. Disparity within 

themselves in economic standards is hardly noticeable though 

the better off and the worse off are not unknown amongst all 

the ethno ses, 

Society is governed by village elders. Every one 

has a right to participate in the deliberations of village 

Panchayat ; though, wqmen usually are found silent partici

pants. The Gaon-Burha, who acts as the head of the village 

council is assisted by two elected members. The decision is 

carried out on the sp~t after the witnesses are heard in the 

presence of the elders. 

" .. 
The society generally gives equal status to all ; 

though among Mijis two castes i.e., Nyibu and Nyillu are 

stated to be existing. However to this researcher the Miji 

people when contacted by the researcher, denied the existence 

of such castes at present. It is probable that these mild 

caste differences have melted away alongwith the democrati-

sation of society. 

Control of society, maintenance of law and order 

and inter-tribe affairs are masculine affairs while bringing 

up the children, looking after the pet animals at home inclu

ding piggery and poultry, cooking and preparing of beverages 
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collecting wood as well as major soft field work falls 

into the responsibility of the women. The divi~ion of labour, 

though net very rigid, yet, is followed regularly. 

The women are respected in all three societies and 

when in home, she attains the equal status to the man. 

However ·she cannot inherit land pr()perty. The society is 

patriarchal, "9atrilineal and patrilocal. 

Patriarchy is the form of society with primogeniture 

as the fundamental law of inheritance. Monogamy is the basic 

rule within the framework of clan exogamy (except the Miri

.Akas,. who marry within the cJ:.an) and tribe/tribe-group 

endogamy. 

Ail. the three ethno·ses·; generally wear the same type 

8f dr-ess·.· T h:e-s~e· e·thno··se·s g·enerally do not ma'ke their own 

Ei6'ffi' a'nd- it is bought from the nearby' marketS· and worn. \'lith-

6\:tt: gt:.ftc·n.fl'ig· eXCep't; t'he coat and anklets \'lOrn by both men 

an-& ;;[6~eti-: ~@r ilnva~latily \-lear a small garment hanging below 

t:l\~ stC~~tt-&-@~@ a¥lt1_i cov-ering the upper hal.;f of the body • Men 

~-w \'!fear <i' li:'frid; of long coat which hangs· :from· should·er· ts:>· 

kiiees ~ 'rhis is usually made from a rough cotton cloth (rri'a'rid~f) 

·ti?:~ N~U(S"g 8t ~'g,·Fr6'&~· cti-~"lti/~'g <fii1<i· ti6tl~~~· b.·r:~ g;:iv'Mi i~ ~l810JA'~ 
! T ... ...,. .. ~~-.::;. .·:-;·<~:· ~ -! ,!(' ; ti~ ,; c,·:~ i · i ,.;-< {.i;: c i. { .f,' ..• _.- •· -. -: .... · .. · : · : .. · · ~- • ; . . 

!;''£! fip~f#i&~~ ~·r• wfiich diifer signifi,cantly .. Both men and 

women cover the legs with a piece of cloth sewen into a cylin-

drical shape (anklets) which leave:s only the feet uncovered. 
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These are worn as a protection against the 'daptdim' flies. 

Women too, wear a long garment, but, it hangs upto 

the anklets and is longer than men's garment. None of the 

ethnoses have been wearing footwear. There has been a change 

in last two decades amongst the young who have started adop

ting the European style pant and shirt and a few wear shoes 

also, however the number of such people is ~till very limi

ted as is the limited number of the educated and also the 

limited government jobs for the3e people. 

Both men and women wear various types of ornaments 

which mainly .consist of bead necklaces. 'Silver ornaments are 

also worn but no gold ornaments are yet seen amongst these 

people. Silver ornaments and costly beads called 'many' are 
.. . . 

worn by the well-to-do only. The women tie.their hair·in· a 

knot in the form of a bun at the back of their head. They 

comb t:heir hair by bamboo comb and maintain them well. 

All these tribes have been wearing tatoo marks on 

their faces which have been quite prominent from head on to 

the nose in the form of lines and spots at the chin in light 

blue colour made out of pine-resin. 'This tatoo-marking is 

getting extinct with the new generation who is quickly adopting 

Indo-Anglican life style and civilisation. 

All these ethnos are very hospitable and treat their 

guests as God-sent. 
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Social functions and obligations are well determined 

by convention which carry unchallenged authority. Social conven

·tion: · is regimented on a single standard moral and .ethical 

code. All the ethnoses ~ave festivals which primarily are 

to perform agricultural rites and to appease gods ; specially 

their mystical anc ester who is equated to a god • The agricul

ture fes·tivals coincide with sowing, cutting or bringing into 

us~ the new crops. These festivals and other rituals are 

performed by a 'pujari' who generally is from the same tribe 

but can be of any tribe and some time even from amongst the 

neighbouring BangnisQ He earns respect of all, however, he has 

to know his job well which he learns from elder 'pujaris 1 • 

Anyone can become a 'pujari'. The religious ceremonies are 

followed by free food and dancing and singing. Adults are usua

lly grouped according to their age for diStinct social func

ti.ons. Akas have Nechido'as the chief festival··, Mijis hav·e 

the Khan while the lVI.iri-Aka s have the Sarok. All these are 

agricultural festivals. These are celebrated with lot of god 

worship followed by competitions amongst the youth in various 

local games and ending with the merry making and enjoying 

the common community feast. The religious rituals are performed 

by the 'pujari' with the saerifice of a mithun, a yak, a cow . 

or a ~g etc. The ceremonies in all the three ethnoses are gene

rally, the same, the differences being only in the use of 

language in various chants. Names of various gods and religious 

rituals are given in Volume II, Appendix 'L' • The names of 
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these gods and rituals followed, differ significantly. 

However it is not necessary that the language of the pujari 

should be the same as that of the people performing the 

ceremony. 

The dances of all these ethnoses are generally the 

same and are performed with the help of a drum and a stringed 

instrument, this instrument being more common amongst the 

Akas. The languages of the songs differ, though the underlying 

spirit is generally the same. Songs of these ethnoses are 

given in Volume II, Appendixes 'EE' and 'FF'. The key songs 

of all the three ethnoses are generally based on the common 

myths. 

Language element of the rituals, songs and various 

religious names however, is a clear disti:p.g_lJ.ishing marker and 

will be studied in detail while w.e study the language attri

bute. 

The staple food of all the three etlmoses is maize, . 

rnilletv rice, kodo etc. The cereals are taken in boiled form 

along with some vegetables locally grown. Indigenous drinks 

prepared !rom. maize and millet etc., known variedly (chang ·1 

laopani etc~) forms an ingredient to· the staple food of the 

people. lVIeal is considered incomplete without drinks. Drinks 

are taken several times a day often along with food. It is 

customary to offer drinks to guests. 
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The main occupation is agriculture and the subsi-
' 

diary occupations are rearing animals, hunting and fishing 

for the men, while food gathering and basketry are .the 

occupation adopted by some women in addition. All productive 

activity is on the consumption level, while each family 

meeting its own demand. Women ·are the main producers both in 

the field and at home. Various names of food items and occupa-

tional activities are listed in Volume II, appendixes 1K1 

and 'J'. They too differ linguistically significantly. 

The houses are constructed out of the local material 

in the form of rectangular building covered with a conical 

thatch/bamboo mat roof and are generally doub~e-stor~yed or 

raised above the ground with the help of wooden stilts. The 

ground floor is used for pet animals and- i~r storing the wood 

while ~he first floor is the main living · room. The walls are 

either of stone, wooden planks or bamboo-matting. The. floor 

of the first floor is generally of bamboo-matting/wooden 

planking. 

Barter trade is still vogue though the money economy 

has found its place recently. However, within themselves as 

individuals they still have the barter trade system. 

The utensils in household use are of two types i.e., 

made out of bamboo and of metal as acquired from outsiders. 

The second type is gradually replacing the first type of 

utensils. 
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The weapons of war and chase are harpoons, bows and 

arrows and a kind of sword known as dao of three. sizes gene-

rally, and is common amongst all. The list of household goods 

is given in Volume II, Appendix 'J'. Language element. of. all 

these ethnoses differ significantly. 

The land is the common heritage of the village and 

there are no individual holdings. However, the individuals 

are apportioned certain lands for their family, though proper

ty remains on the charge of the village as a whole. Compen

sation is required to be given to the village for the land 

received for cultivation or housebuilding. The pastures and . 
the jungle/mountainous land i.s not apportioned and lies on 

the common charge of the village. The natural features act as 

the boundary-markers between the village~._pimilarly rivers 

and ponds which fall within the village boundary are also 

the common vill9:ge property. 

All the social, legal and administrative powers are 

vested .tn the village elders and the decision given by them 

is .final, and carried out by the youth immediately thereafter, 

with v .igour. 

Frequent feuds arising out of infringement of poli

tical and economic rights in which the groups act as units 

had been in vogue in all the three ethnoses till recently. 

However, the improvement in administration has brought the 
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change and these feuds are nearly unheard of, these days. 

Religion is of a most utilitarian type, where dis

tresses and mishaps are attributed to malevolent spirits 

who are propotiated or appeased for protection and redress. 

All three tribes worship 'a mythical ancestor in whose hono'ur. 

festivals are held among all these ethnoses. The jungle, 

mountain, water and fire-gods are generally common and the 

type of rituals are also generally the same. The death and 

birth as well sickness generally, call for elaborate rituals. 

Marriage has scant ritualistic obligation except tying of a 

nupital thread ; the payment of the bride price being the 

most important factor. 

The names of spirits worshipped are according to 

the area as most of them are generally th~ ~ocal spirits. 

Hence the ceremonies involved with them are also localised. 

fhe major festivals are celebrated on a community basis, 

while number of other festivals are local. 

Among all the three ethnoses, there is a hierarchy 

of gods, dieties and spirits who rule the mankind. The gods 

and spj_rlts worshipped and feared am9ng Aka and Miji are as 

follows ~ 

Qod/Spirit Midi Aka -
Father of Earth and Suzangu JVlall i-Dan 
Sky 
Mother of Earth and Zu-miang-nui 
Sky 

Contd •.• 



God/Spirit 

Earth 

Sky 

Mount a in-Gods 

Wind 

River (Lord of 
water) 

God of Forests 

God of Earthquake 

God of mankind 

Evil Gods of 
Disease 

Demon of disease 

Spirit behind the 
disease of eyes 
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Miji 

Subbu-Khai-'rhung 

Jangsuli-Young
Jobhu 

Subjang-Gnoi-Rise 
Jubbu-Jang-Sangne 
Ltlc honmu-Bui 
Ju sung-Nu i-Muhu 

Subbu-Grang 
Abbu-Bullu-Nuchu 

Anoi-Midge-Juje 

Lujuphu, Jasuju 

Jumu-Muchu 

Aka 

Kharbrou-Phogo-Sogo 

Ban Nibine 

Humphu-Lichi 
Nichi-phu 

Nejlieu 

Siksila..;..Ao 

Phum Badra 

Bhuslo-Ao 

Mumogro, Mumungi 

' . ' 
Mithi-Chitjin 

Chalo-J ijao 

The highest God is the God supreme for all of them. 

Akas however~ worship it in the name of Bhuslo-Ao while Mijis 

worship is .LYl. the name Sajolang the legend of which has been 

given out earlier. Details about J.Vlir,i.-Aka Gods and spirits 

could not be obtained though they were stated to be generally 

the same i.e., earth, forest, river and mountain as the chief 

gods and a supreme - being controlling the complete world •. 

Names however, were diff~rent. The impact of Vaishanavism· 
I 
i 
' amongst Akas and Budhism amongst Mijis is which existed in 
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ninteenth century and early twentieth century, has now 

nearly died down with a wave for 1 own culture 1 a_mongst these 

people. Now they all believe in Shamanism-Animism. 

Having reen the details about culture of all those 
' 

ethnoses, we have to see now _ . culture ·as a distinguishing 

attribute. 

One is led to identify and distinguish ethnic groups 

by the morphological characteristics of the cultures of which' 

they are the bearers. 11This entails a prejudged view point 

both on (1) the nature of continuity in time of such units, 

and (2) the locus of the factors which determine the form of 

the units. 

1. Given the emphasis on the culture bearing aspect, 

the classification of persons, local gro'U1)S· as members of an 

ethnic group must depend on their exhibiting the particular 

traits of the culture. This can be judged objectively regard-

less of 'the· catego:r·ies an.d prejudices of the actors. Differen-

ces between groups become differences in traits inventories. 

2. The overt cultural forms which can be itemized as 

traits exhibit the effect of ecolog~ ••• they reflect the 

external circumstances to which actors must accommodate them

selves1153. 

If we evaluate what we have found amongst the three 

ethnoses based on the above factors described by Barth, we 

v1ill find that visual observation by this researcher did not 
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bring out any noticeable cultural difference between the 

three ethnoses. They then, cannot be stated as culturally 

different, but if we study the traits through the ecology 

as found from the records, we find the following differen-

c es ; 

1. They have different myths, festival names, names 

of dieties, spirits and gods. The periods of festival 

celebrations are also different. 

2. Though Mijisclaim to be descendents of two brothers 

but Akas do not believe so. Both Akas and Mijis also 

worship two different ancestors Bhuslo-Ao and Sajolang 

(the ancestor of Miri-Akas is not known) who are not 

stated to be brothers. 

3. Past history and the present .b~.hav iour of Akas 

show that they have been dominating the other two eth

noses in the past and show their superiority over them 

even now. 

4. The language names of various household,.economic, 

social and. religious items, rites, rituals and tradi

tions differ significantly. 

The above differences in traits except language cannot 

be stated. to be clear indicators to provide separate identities 

to the three ethno ses because we have found that the myths have 

often been contradictory and cannot be fully relied upon. The 
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behaviours of the individuals keep on changing based on the· 

environment and cannot be the same throughout. Moreover 

neither all Akas show a dominant behaviour nor all Mijis 

and Miri-Akas show signs of inferiority. The names of the 

ancestors except languag~, which will be studied in detail 

in Chapter V. Therefore, culturally Akas, Mijis and Miri-Akas 

do not stand out differently, as culture amongst these ethno

ses have not been found to be a differentiating attribute. 

Hence we must consider the next attribute i.e., kinship. 

. . . 
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